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What you will find in this document 
This document presents the 10 online learning modules that were produced during WP5 of 
Climatubers project as part of a Participatory Video course accessible to teachers, educators, 
social workers, NGOs, and other interested parties. 
 
The list presents the modules in numerical order, as this is the order intended for the course to be 
followed. For each module, we have included its table of contents, the number of slides, the link to 
access the module (available through the Climatubers’ website) and some images of the slides of 
the module are shown as example. 
 
To ensure the accessibility of the course to the target profiles in the countries where the 
Climatubers’ PV pilots have been developed, all the modules have been translated from English to 
the following languages: Spanish, Catalan, German, French and Italian. 

Summary table of the online modules 
Module Topic covered 
Module 0 Introduction to the course: What is Climatubers about? 
Module 1 Climate Change: What it is and how can it be explained to inspire action? 
Module 2 Participatory Video and the reasons why Climatubers chose this methodology 
Module 3 Project coordination for participatory video 
Module 4 Relation to participants 
Module 5 Diagnosis and scriptwriting 
Module 6 Filmmaking: Planning and training on digital tools 
Module 7 Production 
Module 8 Editing: Learning how to edit a participatory video 
Module 9 Sharing of the videos: make your videos have an impact 
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Online learning modules objective 
The Climatubers online learning modules were designed to build a course intended for individuals 
or members of any organization or entity that want to learn how to use the participatory video 
experience to tackle climate change and social inequalities. 
 
The course was created to provide all the conceptual and technical information and useful 
resources to help organize a participatory video activities and programs to engage local 
communities, including vulnerable groups at risk of exclusion, in learning about climate change and 
its impacts and contributing to: 

• The social integration of the participants by fomenting values such as teamwork and 
collaboration between the different groups that form the community. 

• The mitigation and adaptation to climate change by raising awareness on the issue and 
opening a platform for creating useful knowledge exchange in the community for adaptative 
measures. 

 
Therefore, the course specially targets entities searching innovative methods to tackle the topic of 
active participation for climate and social action and/or searching for new activities and programs 
to promote social inclusion and increase climate change awareness and adaptation capacity, 
including: 

• Schools, colleges, universities, and other learning institutions. 
• Integration centres, nonprofit organizations, third-sector enterprises, public administrations, 

and other private and public organizations that work on social and environmental issues. 
• Neighbourhood assemblies and other self-governed local associations. 

 

Online learning modules content 
This course is comprised of 10 online modules that cover the following topics: 

• Module 0 - Introduction: An introduction to the modules, its objective, its content and the 
Climatubers project. 

• Module 1 - What is climate change and how can it be explained to inspire action: It presents 
accessible explanations about the causes and consequences of Climate Change and 
provides insights and techniques on effectively explaining and working with Climate 
Chnage in group settings. 

• Module 2 - What is participatory video: It introduces the world of the Participatory Video and 
provides with context on the origins of Participatory Video and explains its objectives, its 
uses, and the values that are applied to the process. 

• Module 3 - Coordinating a participatory video project: It teaches how to set up a 
Participatory Video project, including the logistics, management, and recommendations for 
teaming up with experienced partners that can help make the project a reality. 

• Module 4 - Relation to participants: It teaches how to engage and motivate the participation 
of the individuals of the community, how to identify your target groups and which 
engagement strategies to use to overcome the barriers found in this crucial step of the 
process. 

• Module 5 – Diagnosis: It teaches how to assess the needs and profiles of the participants to 
guide them in choosing the topic (or several topics) that will be covered in the subsequent 
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filming. Includes recommendations and guidelines to channel the ideas the participants into 
a subject. 

• Module 6 – Filmmaking: It provides the necessary knowledge to guide the participants in 
the Participatory Video process through the practicalities of filming to express their realities 
in the face of climate change. 

• Module 7 – Production process: It teaches how to effectively organize and lead the filming 
and recording sessions for the participatory videos. 

• Module 8 – Editing process: It teaches how to coordinate the edition process and how to 
guide the participants through it. It provides editing resources, basics editing learnings and 
how to support participants in editing the films. 

• Module 9 – Sharing and dissemination: It teaches communication strategies and how to 
organize communication campaigns in order to guide the participants in reaching a wider 
audience for their videos. 

Online learning modules dissemination 
The online modules were disseminated among teachers, educators, social workers, NGOs, and 
other interested parties through various communication channels. To properly perform the 
communication actions required to reach and engage these targets into enrolling to the course and 
downloading the modules, a communication and dissemination campaign was created. The 
communication and dissemination campaign defined communication objectives, targets, channels, 
and key messages. 
 
The channels used for dissemination included: 

• The Climatubers’ social media 
• The partners’ social media 
• Mailing lists and newsletters from the partners 
• A mailing campaign specifically targeted to the designated groups 
• Press media 
• The partners’ websites 
• The Climatubers website 

 
The modules were hosted for downloading on the Climatubers’ website in August 2024 and will be 
hosted there for the next 5 years. The modules were also shared on a e-learning platform that 
included the possibility to receive a certificate of completion of the course through registration. The 
platform was active from August 2023 to January 2024. 

Online learning modules list 

Module 0 – Introduction to the course 

Content: 

• Climatubers’ Participatory Video course presentation 
• What is Climatubers? 
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• Why are you enrolling to this course? 
• What are you going to learn in this course? 
• Resources needed and key aspects 

Number of slides: 30 

Access link: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c0WHyBXqin6SBParNCvyNoLAnxFyL7lS/view?usp=drive_link 

Slide examples: 
 

  

  
 

Module 1 – Climate Change 

Content: 

• About this module 
• What is Climate Change? 
• What are the causes of Climate Change? 
• What are the impacts of Climate Change? 
• Climate vulnerability 
• Obstacles to action 
• How is climate change perceived? 
• How to communicate Climate Change 
• Climate Justice 
• What can we do? 
• More resources 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c0WHyBXqin6SBParNCvyNoLAnxFyL7lS/view?usp=drive_link
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Number of slides: 40 

Access link: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hfXBaolIGadapyvxcMBDqmcm0Sng7Yp1/view?usp=drive_link 

Slide examples: 
 

  

  
 

Module 2 – Participatory Video 

Content: 

• What you will learn in this module 
• Project Evaluation 
• Partnerships 
• Organizing time 
• Preparing the workshops 
• Summary and annexes 

Number of slides: 37 

Access link: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WllywWJV0bqa0DQoo7CkGSIjUih4r7Q6/view?usp=drive_link 

Slide examples: 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hfXBaolIGadapyvxcMBDqmcm0Sng7Yp1/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WllywWJV0bqa0DQoo7CkGSIjUih4r7Q6/view?usp=drive_link
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Module 3 – Project coordination for participatory video 

Content: 

• What you will learn in this module 
• Project Evaluation 
• Partnerships 
• Organizing time 
• Preparing the workshops 
• Summary and annexes 

Number of slides: 71 

Access link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rgmf9aCHjXZAIT-3vwcUijc-
4yyzBhx8/view?usp=drive_link 

Slide examples: 
 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rgmf9aCHjXZAIT-3vwcUijc-4yyzBhx8/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rgmf9aCHjXZAIT-3vwcUijc-4yyzBhx8/view?usp=drive_link
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Module 4 – Relation to participants 

Content: 

• About this module 
• Identification of target groups 
• “Harder to reach” groups 
• The Group of Referents as role models 
• Engagement strategies 
• Barriers to the engagement 
• The role of a facilitator 
• References 
• Summary 

Number of slides: 30 

Access link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Z-2Jmuvb4QfhR9bF-Ki-
PqsyahiQiEoM/view?usp=drive_link 

Slide examples: 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Z-2Jmuvb4QfhR9bF-Ki-PqsyahiQiEoM/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Z-2Jmuvb4QfhR9bF-Ki-PqsyahiQiEoM/view?usp=drive_link
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Module 5 – Diagnosis and scriptwriting 

Content: 

• About this module 
• Getting to know each other 
• Investigation of the issues for the video creation 
• Storytelling 
• Scriptwriting 
• Storyboard creation 
• Summary 
• Additional content 

Number of slides: 40 

Access link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zqgOu--5d-
0CaW7oeSrZSU3D_2s6UIVR/view?usp=drive_link 

Slide examples: 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zqgOu--5d-0CaW7oeSrZSU3D_2s6UIVR/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zqgOu--5d-0CaW7oeSrZSU3D_2s6UIVR/view?usp=drive_link
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Module 6 – Filmmaking 

Content: 

• About this module 
• Image 
• Light and colours 
• Sound 
• Planning 
• Equipment 
• Summary and final activity 
• Additional content 

Number of slides: 49 

Access link: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Nk1rvSi1IHkCimmjzrJmhSHaoYYAoHGj/view?usp=drive_link 

Slide examples: 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Nk1rvSi1IHkCimmjzrJmhSHaoYYAoHGj/view?usp=drive_link
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Module 7 – Production 

Content: 

• About this module 
• Introduction to Video Production 
• Production design 
• Division of roles for the video-making 
• The role of the facilitator during the shooting 
• Summary 
• Additional content 

Number of slides: 23 

Access link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-ZexPiDqu-Bxu2g-
RyQ5_Qw3VtMBKHLH/view?usp=drive_link 

Slide examples: 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-ZexPiDqu-Bxu2g-RyQ5_Qw3VtMBKHLH/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-ZexPiDqu-Bxu2g-RyQ5_Qw3VtMBKHLH/view?usp=drive_link
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Module 8 – Editing 

Content: 

• Editing a video 
• Five Practical Approaches to Editing 
• Tips and Tricks 
• Participants’ Main Take-Aways 
• Summary and Resources 

Number of slides: 39 

Access link: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AS557nu_yG2xjczPggDeSyz_ECjrx6m_/view?usp=drive_link 

Slide examples: 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AS557nu_yG2xjczPggDeSyz_ECjrx6m_/view?usp=drive_link
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Module 9 – Sharing of the videos 

Content: 

• About this module 
• Planning the Campaign strategy 
• Online Campaign 
• Public events 
• Public debate 
• Checklist 
• Additional content 

Number of slides: 22 

Access link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xmtfk3UF9P7Tek-
nEkzX4J7OP6n1SSq6/view?usp=drive_link 

Slide examples: 
 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xmtfk3UF9P7Tek-nEkzX4J7OP6n1SSq6/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xmtfk3UF9P7Tek-nEkzX4J7OP6n1SSq6/view?usp=drive_link
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